Abstract-This paper presents a theoretical investigation of laminar natural convection from a plane, vertical surface in non-isothermal surroundings. Conditions are derived for the existence of similarity solutions. A method is proposed for generalizing the conditions pertaining to existing similarity solutions so as to include the effect of non-isothermal surroundings. Numerical solutions of the ordinary differential equations resulting from the similarity transformation are reported for the special case of an isothermal surface. These results suggest that some variations of surrounding temperature may lead to flow reversal in the boundary layer. Experimental evidence suggests that this may be an unstable condition.
vertical temperature gradient outside the boundary layer in the closed cavity problem has been made by Schwind and Vliet [3}. f , the prime is used to indicate differentiation with respect to the independent variable.
IN~ODU~ON
FOLLOWING the work of Yang[l] , it has been suggested that all the "exact" similarity solutions for the above problem have been explored. However, during a recent experimental investigation (Cheesewright [Z, 16] ), it became apparent that existing solutions, which are all concerned with isothermal surroundings, did not provide a satisfactory description of the experimental phenomena.
A study of the problem revealed a new class of solutions for non-isothermal surroundings. The derivation of these solutions and the numerical results arising from them are considered in this paper. The form of temperature variation in the surroundings considered is that in which the temperature far away from the heated plate is a function of x, the distance from the leading edge.
The procedure adopted by Yang [l] for the determination of the similarity transformation is followed closely, and after detailed examination of two cases of special interest, a way of generalizing the results of Yang [l] to include cases of non-isothermal surroundings is proposed.
It is believed that the results for the special case of an isothermal surface in non-isothermal surroundings have important applications in the experimental study of transition to turbulence in natural convection on a plane vertical surface. The results in general make possible the consideration of natural convection from an isolated surface in a cavity of limited extent, and may also facilitate the study of the boundarylayer regimes in natural convection in closed cavities. A qualitative study of the effects of a
ANALYSIS
With respect to the coordinate system Fig. 1 , the equations of momentum, continuity and energy which govern the flow and heat transfer in a laminar boundary layer in the presence of a body force are respectively au du du 1 dP 7&+U~'"j-j=-b~ +o+ve aY*
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with the appropriate boundary conditions.
If consideration is restricted to a region of plate (which may or may not include the leading edge), having a temperature everywhere greater than, or equal to that of its surroundings, we can write Q = -g. It should be noted that for cases in which 8, -19, decreases with distance up the plate, the above restrictions lead to the consideration of a region of limited extent rather than the semi-infinite region usually considered in boundary-layer problems. At no time, however, will consideration be given to effects due to a region having a trailing edge.
Outside the boundary layer
(for pure natural convection u, = 0).
Eliminating dP/dx between equations (1) and (4), we get au au au
Following Ostrach [4] , property variations are assumed to be important only in so far as they affect the body force term, and the density variation is represented by
Where p. is the density at an arbitrary reference temperature, &,, and /I = constant (l/T, for a perfect gas).
These considerations allow us to rewrite equation (5) as +gp(e-s,)+vfi aY2 (6) provided (0 -0,) 4 T,.
Equations (2, 3, 6) govern the flow which we wish to investigate, subject to the following boundary conditions at y=O u = u = 0 and 8 = 0,(x, t) at y=oo u = u,(x, t) and 8 = f3&, t).
It may be noted that equation (6) is identical with the corresponding equation for the case em = constant. The above derivation has been given because it is not felt that this identity is obvious.
Introducing the stream function $, [which satisfies equation (2)], equations (6) (10)
where Pr = pCJk. In order to determine the necessary conditions for the existence of similarity solutions, we follow Yang [l] and introduce the new variables vl = YVi(X, t*)
where G, = p&(0,,, -0,)/v'. The required conditions are those which enable the introduction of the new variables to transform equations (9) and (10) into ordinary differential equations together with appropriate boundary conditions.
In terms of the new variables the boundary conditions become @=l at q=O, @=O at q=cc f = dfldq = 0 at q = 0, dfldq = Refcp,q, at q = co.
Since the new boundary conditions must be independent of X and t* we must have
The conditions for equations (9) and (10) (12)
(15)
where the C's are all constants Since, in general, we have twelve equations imposing conditions on five quantities, there are seven relations between the constants. These are : At this point it is desirable to consider the relationship between the present work and that contained in Yang [l] and other related publications.
The work of Yang [l] and, indeed, all other theoretical treatments of laminar natural convection from a plane surface in an infinite medium, known to the author, are concerned with convection from a surface in isothermal surroundings. The present investigation deals with convection from a surface in surroundings in which the temperature is a function of the distance along the plate and of time. Now it might be supposed that, as for forced convection (e.g. Hansen [5] ), only the difference in temperature between the surface and the surroundings is important. However, this is not the case in problems of natural convection, because of the appearance of 8, in the body force term in the momentum equation.
It should be noted that the present work includes all cases treated previously, including those of Yang [I] . This is demonstrated by putting G, = const. and Re = 0 in equations (ll-22) , and writing Gc = G, -G,, when these equations become identical to equations (16-22) in Yang [l] .
Two cases are of particular interest, viz. steady natural convection, (a) from an isothermal surface in non-isothermal surroundings ; (b) from a non-isothermal surface maintained at a constant temperature differential with its surroundings. andhenceC,=C,=C,=C,=C,=Crr= Cl2 = 0 and Cs = -Cr,,. Equations (12), (15), (16) and (18) determine the conditions which are imposed on cpl, cp2 and G,. A study of the general solutions to equations (15) and (16) shows that two cases must now be considered. Case (a): C,JC5 # 1. Here
and
where E = C6/C5 and Cl3 and Cl4 are constants of integration. Since G, -G, is the quantity which is specified in any particular case, and since there can only be three independent constants in this problem, we are at liberty to specify two of the constants in equation (25) provided we retain the most general form. It is most convenient to write C, = 1 and CJE -1) = 4.
If we also write n = (E + 3)/(~ -1) then equations (23-25) become
It may be easily demonstrated that the above specification of C5 may be rewritten as C5 = n -1 and that this implies that Cs = n + 3 and Cs = 4n and has the additional advantage that it enables the special case of CS = 0 to be retained in the general solution.
Under these conditions, equations (9) and (10) reduce to
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to rf. These equations, together with the appropriate boundary conditions, may be solved numerically.
Of particular interest are the heat-transfer rate from the surface and the component of velocity parallel to the surface.
Expressing the heat-transfer rate in dimensionless form in terms of the Nusselt number, we obtain
If Cl4 = 0 this reduces to
where Gr = gfi(&, ) x3/v2. The condition Cl4 = 0 corresponds to the boundary-layer having zero thickness at x = 0 and it is noted that, except for the special case of G, -G, = constant (n = 0), zero boundarylayer thickness must always coincide fiith G, -G, = 0 for similarity solutions to exist.
Case (b): C6/C5 = 1. Here (p2 = Cl5 rp,, 'pl = Cl6 exp (C,X/C,,) and G, -G, = C2C15C:6 exp (4C,X/C1& where C,, and C,, are constants of integration. By the same argument as in case (a) we can set C, = 1 and C, = 1 which implies that C6 = 1 and C, = 4. If we also write m = 4/C,, then
and equations (9) and (10) 
It is thus seen that similarity solutions for steady natural convection from an isothermal surface exist when the temperature of the surroundings varies either as a power of a linear function of x as in the first case or as an exponential function of x as above. The resulting equations are, in each case, similar but not identical to those for the corresponding cases of variable surface temperature and isothermal surroundings (Yang Cl1) . Numerical solutions to equations (29) and (30) have been obtained for a range of values of n, i.e. different distributions of 8,.
(ii) Steady n~turu~ convection from a nonisothermal surface maintained at a constant temperature differential with its surroundings
Here Re = 0 and 0,,,(x) -B,(x) = constant, sothatC,=C3=Cq=C.,=Cs=Cs=C1i = Ciz = 0 and equations (12), (15), (16) and (20) provide the conditions which must be satisfied if similarity solutions are to exist.
The general solution to equations (15) and (16) is given by equations (23) and (24) as in the previous case, provided E # 1. (It may be easily demonstrated that the case E = 1 need not be considered as it does not lead to a solution for this particular problem.) Substituting equations (23) and (24) into equation (12) and requiring G, -G, to be constant gives s = -3 and CzC,3 = G, -G,.
Examination of this result shows that except for the constant of integration C14, the functions cpt and (p2 are identic~ with the corres~nding functions occurring in the analysis of steady natural convection from an isothermal surface in isothermal surroundings.
We still have to satisfy equation (20) which may be rewritten as dG, -
Two cases must now be considered:
Case (a): C, # 0. In this case we get,
where C,, is a constant of integration.
In order that this may be applied to physically meaningful problems, G, must remain finite in the region of interest. This imposes the following mathematical restrictions (i) Ci, # 0 (ii) C,,(G, -G,) > 4C&X for any X.
A study of the corresponding forms of cpl shows that the restrictions have the common interpretation that the existence of a constant temperature differential between a surface and its surroundings, is incompatible with the existence of a point of zero boundary-layer thickness, except for the special case of an isothermal surface in isothermal surroundings (C,, = 0).
When C14 f 0, the boundary-layer has a nonzero thickness at X = 0 and the magnitudes of the temperature and velocity profiles are specified by the value of CL4.
For this case, equations (9) and (10) reduce to the ordinary differential equations
Because the appearance of C,, in equation (38) and as before, we are able to assign values to two of the constants. It is convenient to set C, = C,, = 1. Under these conditions equations (9) and (10) Solutions to equations (39) and (4O), which apply to a very special case of a boundary-layer having constant thickness, have not been obtained because that problem was not of direct interest in the general context of this work.
(iii) Other cases of convection to non-isothermal surroundings A careful study of equations (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) shows that the conditions imposed by these equations are closely related to those which must be satisfied in problems with isothermal surroundings. Equations (11-18) impose the same conditions on (G, -G,) as are usually imposed on G,. Equations (19) and (20) then impose conditions on G, as well.
As an example, let us consider the case of steady natural convection from a non-isothermal surface to non-isothermal surroundings, excluding the case where G, -G, is constant.
Similarity solutions are possible for (G, -G,) =(A+BX)" and for G,-G,=Ae" provided G, also satisfies equation (20) which requires that G, = C(A + SXy (for n # 0) in one case and G, = Ded in the other case (The constants A, B, C and D are used here instead of the more complicated forms involving C5 etc., in order to simplify the discussion.) The similarity in the form of (G, -G,) (X) and G, (X) results from the similarity of equations (17) and (19), and (18) and (20). This gives a means of generalizing existing results to include cases of non-isothermal surroundings. Restrictions previously derived concerning allowable variations in surface temperature may be used to describe allowable variations in temperature difference, surface to surroundings, provided that the same conditions are imposed on the variations of surrounding temperature alone. This generalization may be applied to all known similarity solutions for natural convection (see for example Yang [l] , Pau-Chang Lu [63, Sparrow and Gregg [7] , Eichhom [8], etc.) and also to similarity solutions for combined forced and free convection (see Sparrow, Eichhorn and Gregg [9] and Brindley [lo] ).
It should be noted that the resulting ordinary differential equations in all these cases will not be the same as those for the corresponding cases of isothermal surroundings, but will, in each case, contain an additional term in the "energy" equation. Numerical solutions have not been obtained for any of the new equations, because practical applications have not yet arisen which would justify such work.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical solutions of equations (29) and (30) have been obtained on the University of London Atlas computer, for -0.30 < n < O-6 and Pr = 0.708 (air). Details of the numerical methods used in these solutions and of the asymptotic properties of the equations are given in Appendix 1. Figures 2-4 show the influence of II on the local heat-transfer rate, the temperature profiles and the velocity profiles respectively. Because of the difficulty of showing fine detail on the graphs, the full solutions are tabulated for the cases of n = -0.15 and 12 = -0.3, in Tables 1  and 2 .
It should be noted that n < 0 corresponds to 6, increasing with increasing X while n > 0 corresponds to 8, decreasing with increasing X. The former of these is the more likely to occur in practical situations; in fact, the condition IZ = 0 (0, = const.) is very rarely achieved, although in many cases departures from it are small enough to be ignored. Cases of n > 0 may not occur in practical situations because this would in general represent an unstable situation. 8, = con%, Pr = 0.708) Figure 2 shows that for n < 0, the local heat-transfer rate is increased as compared with n A 0 while for n > 0 it is reduced. This is in keeping with the physical picture of the phenomenon. For negative n one would expect that at a particular section X, the temperatures at all points in the boundary layer would be less than would have existed if n had been zero and B,,, -8, had been everywhere equal to its local value. This picture is confirmed by the temperature and velocity profiles in Figs. 3 and 4 . Table 1 shows that for n = -0.15, the temperature in a part of the boundary layer is less than that outside the boundary layer. Table 2 shows that for n = -0.3 the effect is more pronounced and is sufftcient to cause flow reversal in the outer part of the boundary layer as indicated by the negative values of f'.
The physical picture of the phenomena is that the rate of heat transfer from the plate to the fluid in the outer part of the boundary layer is not sufftcient to keep its temperature in step with the temperature outside the boundary layer, as it moves upwards. The possibility that the above described temperature minimum, and flow reversal, may constitute an unstable condition is suggested 
O+N_UXKl by experiments in which negative n existed (or was suspected). The evidence is all indirect and no experiments have yet been carried out to check this idea directly. In all cases the variation of n was imposed by conditions not controlled during the experiment so that the condition 8, -8, = AX" was not satisfied. Nonetheless, it is felt that an estimation of the effects can be obtained by the representation of 8, -0,(X) as AX" in a piecewise manner.
In experiments reported by Cheesewright [2, 163, n was always negative and may have been as low as -0.1 in some cases. The "laminar" boundary layer in these experiments almost always unsteady. It is believed that the only two days during a period of several months on which the boundary layer was steady were characterized by n == 0, but definite evidence on this point does not exist. The introduction of artificial disturbances into the laboratory, outside the boundary layer, did not appear to affect the steadiness in either the steady or the unsteady situation. Further details on these points are given in [2] .
These results are in keeping with those reported by a number of authors who have studied boundary-layer flow regimes in closed cavity natural convection, (Elder [ll] , Carlson [12] , Gaster and Murgatroyd [13] , Watson [14] and Hammitt [15] ). In all cases it has been reported that it is very difficult, or impossible, to obtain steady laminar flow. In all cases substantial variations of 8, (considering the boundary layers on the cell walls) with respect to X occurred, and while it is realized that the closed cavity imposes more severe conditions with regard to stability than a free flow, it is felt that the phenomena are generally the same.
The possibility that unstable flows may occur for n less than some particular value, could explain the unusual results of Tritton [17] who reported a change in the stability of the laminar boundary layer due to a change in laboratory conditions which he was not able to specify. His laboratory was generally similar to that used by Cheesewright [2] so that similar values of n may have occurred.
Cheesewright [ 161 has also reported increased local heat-transfer rates under conditions for which n was known to be negative. The increase was always greater than that predicted by the laminar steady-state solution. The difference is believed to be due to the unsteadiness discussed above.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Similarity solutions exist for problems of laminar natural convection from a plane vertical surface in non-isothermal surroundings. The conditions for these solutions may be obtained by the generalization of conditions for solutions in isothermal surroundings.
2. For the special case of an isothermal surface in non-isothermal surroundings (0, -8, = ,4X") with n < 0, a temperature minimum and a region of reversed flow occur within the boundary layer. Experimental evidence suggests that this is an unstable situation.
3. For the above special case, the effect of negative n is to increase the local heat-transfer rate while positive n decreases it. The substitution of F(q) = f -f, and G(q) = @ into equations (29) For the case Pr = 1 it is easily seen that if -3 < n < 0 the roots ai of equation (44) are complex. Under these conditions the solution to equation (43) will be of a damped oscillatory character. The introduction of Pr = 0.7 instead of 1 would not significantly alter this result. This consideration of the asymptotic behavior of equations (29) and (30) indicates that the oscillatory nature of the solutions of these equations as shown in Tables 1 and2 is real and is not due to numerical error in'the solutions.
The above conclusions were confirmed by the following features noted during the calculation of the solutions.
(i) No oscillations were apparent in solutions for n = 0, even when solutions were calculated to eight figures, and these results showed complete agreement with those of Ostrach [4] .
(ii) The solutions were calculated both by Runge-Kutta integration and by iterated integration (Weyl's method) and complete agreement was found.
(iii) Changes in the accuracy specification which controlled the step size in the selfselecting, variable step size, Runge-Kutta procedure had no effect on the nature of the results, neither had a change in the range of integration.
Further details of the computational methods and comparisons of the relative merits of the two methods are given in Cheesewright [2] .
R&sum&-Cet article presente une etude theorique de la convection naturelle laminaire a partir d'une surface plane verticale dans une ambiance non-isotherme.
On a obtenu des conditions d'existence de solutions en similitude. On propose une methode pour gentraliser les conditions appartenant aux solutions en similitude existantes ahn d'y inclure l'effet d'une ambiance non-isotherme.
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